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COMING TO TERMS 
Speaking the “Millingo”
Decoding the Lingo of Millennials
Does “Squad’s OOTD on fl eek, seriously goals!” have you 
straining your eyes and stifl ing a groan as you try to decipher 
millennials’ penchant for strange, new words? 
Alongside a host of creative new vocabulary, millennials—
generally referring to those born between the early 1980s 
and early 2000s—are an assortment of unique traits such as 
progressiveness, empathy and increasing awareness of social 
issues that plague not just the community around them, but 
also the world they live in. Inadvertently, these characteristics 
are refl ected in the popular terms they use. 
However, this can seem like endless pit of lingo for the 
uninitiated (millennials or no) so here’s a list of commonly 
known words, as well as new terms that may just be coming 
to a “millingo” dictionary near you.
By Pingxuan Chye
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generally an informal phrase, and commonly 
used between closer friends, rather than 
acquaintances, to avoid the risk of coming off 
distant or insincere. While “on fl eek” started 
off as a compliment for perfect eyebrows, 
its usage has expanded to encompass other 
aspects of a person.
 Example: “Your eyebrows are on fl eek, where 
did you get them done?”; “Her personality is 
on fl eek!”
4. OOTD
 Deﬁ nition: Noun; an acronym for “Outfi t of 
the Day”.
 Concept: With the advent of social media 
platforms, millennials have been geared 
towards visual expression through pictures 
and videos. “OOTD” is most often used as a 
hashtag on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, 
and accompanies a picture of the speaker’s 
impeccably stylish outfi t.
 Example: “Our outfi t is goals today, let’s take 
an OOTD picture.”
5. SHIP
 Deﬁ nition: Verb; to pair two individuals 
together. 
 Concept: Millennials value close relationships, 
whether with their signifi cant other, family, 
or friends. “Ship” is therefore used to affi rm 
such connections, and often expresses how 
two individuals complement each other well 
in terms of personality, looks, or otherwise. 
It can also insinuate a romantic relationship, 
and is often used as a teasing remark, to imply 
that two people are/should become a couple.
 Example: “Sandra and Frank look so cute 
together, I ship them!”
OUT 
THERE
WHAT’S 
1. GOALS
 Deﬁ nition: Adjective; to describe something or 
someone as worthy of admiration and envy.
 Concept: Similar to “on fl eek”, “goals” 
is another expression millennials use to 
compliment and show support. However, 
“goals” connote good-natured jealousy, such 
that the object of admiration is representative 
of targets that the speaker would like to 
achieve. It can also be used to express 
confi dence when the speaker uses it to 
describe himself or herself.
 Example: “That friend clique is goals, I wish 
I were friends with them.” 
2. LIT
 Deﬁ nition: Adjective; to describe something, 
such as an event or experience, as 
phenomenal and impressive.
 Concept: Millennials love to have fun, often 
through new and exciting experiences. “Cool”, 
“awesome” or “amazing” are just several in 
a variety of expressions used to describe 
a thing or place they fi nd interesting or 
enjoyable. However, “lit” takes the “cool/
awesome/amazing” factor to the next level.
 Example: “That concert was lit!” 
3. ON FLEEK
 Deﬁ nition: Adjective; to describe a characteristic 
or feature of someone that is perfect. 
 Concept: Millennials use this term to foster 
a culture of mutual commendation. With a 
tendency to exchange praises and admiration 
for one another especially on social media 
platforms, “on fl eek” is one such way they 
show support and encouragement. It is 
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Pingxuan Chye is a curious observer of the 
world around her, and likes to refer to herself as 
a student of life. In truth, she’s a media student 
who loves to think about things happening in the 
world, and is currently the Production Manager 
at The Hidden Good, where she produces exciting 
videos documenting the good in society such as 
through hidden camera shoots, events, and even 
community outreach. Her role at The Hidden Good has given her 
ample opportunities to tell stories through videos and use media to 
impact the people around her. She hopes one day to do what she loves 
in a way that changes people’s perspectives and encourages them to 
broaden their horizons. On the weekends, she can be found teaching 
piano to budding musicians, chronicling fi ctional lives in words, 
and pursuing her passion for learning different languages. She can be 
reached at chyepingxuan@gmail.com
COMING TO
A MILLINGO 
DICTIONARY 
NEAR YOU
1. CRATES
 Deﬁ nition: Adjective; to describe something 
or someone that is all over the place in an 
unrestrained or chaotic manner.
 Concept: Similar to “mess”, “crates” is used 
to describe when something or someone is 
not in tip-top condition. However, “crates” take 
on a much more frantic and wilder undertone. 
Conveying empathy and concern for someone, 
the term is also synonymous with an offer 
to help.
 Example: “What happened to you? 
You’re crates!”
2. DESPIRIT 
 Deﬁ nition: Adjective; a declaration to describe 
feeling a combination of disappointment 
and desperation.
 Concept: As with life, it is only natural that 
millennials encounter disappointment and 
rejection even when they desperately wish for 
something to work out. This term expresses 
millennials’ frustration with not getting what 
they want, but their determination to try again. 
 Example: “I really needed the money, but 
I didn’t get the job, I’m so despirit!” 
3. PLAKE
 Deﬁ nition: Noun; an exclamation for when the 
speaker forgets something they wanted to say, 
or when they use a different word from what 
was intended due to distractions.
 Concept: Have you ever wanted to say 
something, but blanked and lost your train of 
thought? Or did you ever get so distracted that 
you ended up saying something completely 
different from what you intended? Plake is 
a word that has no actual meaning in the 
dictionary, which is representative of the way 
words are meaningless when used incorrectly. 
 Example: “Plake, I meant to say ‘cheesecake’, 
not ‘bread’!” 
4. WALLOUT
 Deﬁ nition: Adjective; a combination of 
“Wallet” and “All out”, to describe not having 
enough money.
 Concept: Most millennials are still students 
or just starting out in their careers, and may 
have little to no income. This term depicts 
the cumbersome worry and fear of not having 
enough to spare or provide for oneself.
 Example: “I haven’t gotten my paycheck yet, 
I’m wallout!”
